Keep going! You are doing great!

Making great progress on Addition (3 sec)
Looking sharp!

Making great progress on Addition (3 sec)
You got this! Just a bit more...
*Making great progress on Addition (3 sec)*
Outstanding! You have completed addition!

Mastered all Addition facts with a threshold of 3 seconds or less
Keep going! You are doing great!

Making great progress on Subtraction (3 sec)
Looking sharp!
Making great progress on Subtraction (3 sec)
You got this! Just a bit more...

Making great progress on Subtraction (3 sec)
Outstanding! You have completed subtraction!

Mastered all Subtraction facts
with a threshold of 3 seconds or less
Keep going! You are doing great!
Making great progress on Multiplication (3 sec)
Looking sharp!

Making great progress on Multiplication (3 sec)
You got this! Just a bit more...

Making great progress on Multiplication (3 sec)
Outstanding! You have completed multiplication!

Mastered all Multiplication facts with a threshold of 3 seconds or less